
 
 

What difference can primary and secondary school kids make for the future of world conservation? 
 

We're not just any kids but kids who are doing more than            
dancing for tourists. We're learning how to be at the front           
line in the world battle for wildlife conservation, like the          
25 or more Samburu young men in our partner, Ewaso          
Lions' Warrior Watch program. (shown left      
-www.ewasolions.org) 

 
We have both been growing up with wildlife in villages          
that can either threaten that wildlife or act like a frontier           
fortress to protect that wildlife. After all, that's our wildlife          
that tourists come to see in Kenya. Through Kenyan Kids          
on Safari (KKOS) we have come to know even more fully           
how tourism is one of the main economic resources         

supporting how we prosper in Kenya and eventually find local careers. 
 
Many tourists send our families money to help pay for our schooling. Kenyan public schools are free to all                   
students, even though there is a cost for "boarding and books." Our bush villages are so spread out and far from                     
schools that most of us are boarding students. But you will never see us begging like slum children in the city.  
 
Don’t fall into the pit of trying to compare kids from remote villages and Pastoralist boarding schools                 
surrounding the wildlife reserves to any “city kids”. Here or there, we are unique and still have the glue of many                     
positive tribal customs, values, strong family ties and love holding our lives together.  
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When asked about overcoming obstacles and      
adversity, we simply laugh, and looking      
forward, wave our hands behind our heads as        

if to leave all troubles behind. That’s our form of         
co-existence! Suffice to say, Sekenani     
Boarding Primary School kids of the same sex        
have to bunk two to a bed on three tier metal           
cots. Even this level of housing takes huge        
support from Sarova Mara and others. And       
Samburu schools are much the same. 

 
Since world statistics are based on currency,       
we are starving, but some of us are wealthy by          

village standards based on how much livestock we own. Money is only needed for schooling, kerosene and the                  
likes. Otherwise our villages are self-sufficient. 
 
Our villages have very strict moral codes. Our parents are loving but firm about family expectations. One                 
12-year-old boy Samburu boy went on a KKOS experience in 2009 which enthused him at 18 to become the                   
naturalist at the nearby safari camp. At first, his father was concerned that it would be difficult to find someone                    
to do his son's work caring for the family livestock. This is the same 21 year old James Ntopai who has just                      
narrated the KKOS 2017 conservation film "What's in Your Backyard?" James astounded even career narrators               
on international wildlife shows with his self-taught prowess. Asked where he learned this skill, he answered for                 
all Kenyan bush kids "through wanting to help ourselves and just plain courage." 
 
Then, in 2017, a severe drought wiped out most of the family's cows. James' father advised him that he was                    
selling the family's goats to get money for him to study for the advanced certificate as a naturalist. He was                    
reconciled that his father finally realized that learning was not something that could be destroyed by natural                 
causes. That the very "nature" that wiped out his cattle offered more dependable resources for the family in                  
good jobs for the village youth created by that same "nature" but  in wildlife conservation. Dignity in Diversity 
  
Tourists frequently ask us where we want to live when we           
grow up. Most respond that we want to see the city but            
prefer our village life in the bush country. Of course, this           
may change as we experience a different day-to-day life of          
careers in conservation or safari camp services. But maybe         
not, since our remote jobs are kind of like being away at            
boarding school, returning home to our village life on leave.          
Also, it's very competitive to get decent city jobs and not           
end up in the vast slums. Consider that more than half the            
Kenyan population is under 18 years old! 
 
Tourists often comment on how clean, healthy and        
good-mannered we are. Like all kids, we have a friendly          
tussle with each other but rarely fight and are more often           
seen with an arm around our buddy. 
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